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Bridgewater State College

MARGARET MEAD

editoriaJ

Is This Any Way
To RunA College ??

VISITS BSC
By Sue Lawson

Las.t May, the Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, an all-college

Everyone, by the time they get
into junior high has heard the
name
Margaret
Mead.
Bridgewater State, included. LST
Friday a standing room only
crowd turned-out to listen to the
famed anthropologist, lecturer
and writer speak on "The
Changing American Family".
Her lecture, which lasted an
hour and a half, attempted to
clear up much of the controversy
dealing with the end of the
Amercan Family and the death of
marriage.
We are living in an age of "odd .
transition", where marriage is an ~.
alternative rather than a
necessity. Young people ,today
are pcStponing and in manycases,
not getting married at all. Instead they are pursuing oc- that all questions be ritten down
cupations 0 their choosing.
and signed by the inrn,vidual. One
This is drastically different of the questins asked what she
from·the age of 20 years ago, Dr. thought of living togeth~r as an
Mead has labeled "the Noah's alternative ~o marriage. 't's a
Ark Generatin", where everyone stage, a method of trying to find
had to get married or face being out if two people are really fit for
eachother
before
having
all but ostracised.
children,"
she
said.
liT
EY
CALL
In the past due to a high death
IT
AN
ARRANGEMENT,
BUT
rate, a large family was needed to
TO
ME
IT'S
JUST
AS
GOOD
AS
A
assume even one child reaching
years
ago
MARRIAGE."
A
few
maturity. Today however, we are
living in a unique situation where she proposed a system consisting
the majority of children born live. of 2 levels of marriage, the first
The realization that a lot of being for young couples with no
people got married too early and children, or older couples with
too young is beginning to furface. grown children and the second
The "traditional" nuclear family which would have a stronger legal
living in the suburbs is not a bind, for people with children.
viable unit in our society. Many The mosy important thing, she
children grow up never knowing says, is not to bring children into
any thing other than their own the world to be brought up in a.
broken home.
neighborhood.
When asked about Women's
In the future we must rebuild 3generation communities where Lib, and problems it may cause
elderly, married and single within the family, she answered,
"it's a good excuse for breaking
people live and work together.
Marrage will become a vocation. up a bad marriage." About the
At the end of the lecture the current situation of the economy
floor was opened to questins. As sh said, "Young people will
is her custom, Dr. Mead required will discov~r for the first time
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c~mmlttee made up of administrators, faculty and students published a

Fmal Report on Revisions to the General Education Requir~ments Th'

;e~ort was the culmination of fo~ ~ears of d~~ai1ed research, he~rin~:
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This yea.r, the Final Report was presented for recommendations to the
students Vl~ SGAand to the faculty via Faculty Council. The SGA
overwhelmmgly recommended implementation of the pr . 1 t
oposa s 0
P
.d t R d'
reSl en on Ileau. The faculty, with only half its membership voting
recomm~nded that a moratorium be declared on any modifications to th~
GER until the end of the academic year 1975-76 --- a year and one half
away!

The lecute in the Ballroom
comcluded a full day on campus
for Dr. Meead. At 11:00 she addressed a class of Professors
Levins and Horner on the
Such a recommendation by the instructors at this college is an im"Changing Roles of males and
mense
injustice to the students. The reasons behind this recommendation
females." Then at 12:30 a lunare
not
educational but rather economic and political. The thinking in
chon was held in her honor in the
formal dining room. Here she favor of the moratorium ran that this time was needed to allow departjoked and talked of her life in the . ments to restructure themselves and to revise curriculum. Why, when
fild of Anthropology.
In- administrators, faculty and students have been working on these changes
terestingly enough, she stated, for four years, when a working paper of proposals for changes was
"that it wasn't until her senior published and widely available almost two years ago, when hearing were
year that she became really. in- held one yea,r ago, do faculty members act as if these proposals were just
recently considered and ask for more time? I can speculate, of course;
terested in Anthropology."
Dr. Mead holds 20 honorary lowering of the GER's may mean lost jobs.
It would seem, considering the fact that the faculty did not recommend
doctorates, has authored 20
books, the most recent one en- that changes not be made to the General Education Requirements, but
rather that changes not be made for at least a year and one half, that they
titled "Twentieth Century Faith:
Hope and Survival" and an see modifications as a foregone conclusion. If this is true and changes are
autobiography I "Blackberry to come anyway with whatever consequences these may bring, whey put
Winters: My Earlier Years.", them off? Surely the problem will not fade away by June, 1976. If
both published in 1972. She also anything, it will intensify.
The only considerations that have a~right to be included in a decision on
authors a regular column in
the GER's are educational considerations. We students are only getting
Redbook Magazin.
At present she is adjunct our education once. Wecannot allow four years spent in the attempts to
professor·at Columbia University, teach ourselves to make our way in the world to be compromised for any
and visiting professor of An- reason.
thropology at the University of
NMD
Cincinati.

•

!•

With faculty and .students,and aSSImilation. In the report the Committee
recommends that the General Education Requirements (GER's) be
lowered from 63 semester hours to 39 semester hours. Those courses still
mandatory under the 39 hour General Education Requirements would be
broken down into a six group model.
Group 1: 6-9 hrs.
History, Political Sci~nce, Economics, Social Geography
Group 2: 6-9 hrs.
~sychology, Sociology, Anthropology, Health Environmental
StudIes
. '
Group 3: 6-9 hrs.
Literature, Philosophy, Religion
Group 4: 6-9 hrs.
Art, Music, Theatre, Physical Education, Speech
Group 5: 6-9 hrs.
Life Sciences, Earth Sciences, Physical Sciences, Environmental
Sciences
Group 6: 0-3 hrs.
Mathematics
This model is based on sound educational reasoning. Opposed to the
present system of specific and inflexible requirements, it would allow a
student the chance to learn to think and to make decisions. Such a system
~ould graduate students who not only have memorized a barage of facts
flg~res and dates, but students who have learned the ability to live lif
'
eon
theIr own.

(969)

.!••

: Red Cross Bloodmobile:

Photo'

things more important than
mony."
Many are going to
decide, "well if I can't get a job I
might as well go to school and
learn something, and some people
will."
HR STUDY OF CULTURE
BUILDING,
CULTURE
CHANGE, AND THE STUDY OF
HUMAN
SETTLEMENTS:
KNOWN AS Ekistics, has been
one of Dr. Mead's most prominent
undertakings.
In recent years, has comments
on social change and the difference between generations have
stimulated wide interest on both
sides of the generation gap, and
has gotten people to look at social
change with more understanding.
Her defense of this is stated in
"Culture and Commitment"

i•" GIVE BLOOD!
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whe n is a play gro und
not forp lay?
I arose late Saturda y mornin g to the finest day we've seen here
at
\ Bridgew ater this semeste r. The sun was shining brightly,
and the
temper ature was pushing 50 degrees .
Groups of student s sat 'in Tilly during lunch discuss ing plans for this
beautifu l afternoon. Bikes were sought by many, and other more
fortunate lowered the roofs of their convert ible sports cars and took
a
leisurel y drive.
One group of student s decided that today would be a good day
to
sharpen their street hockey skills. They proceed ed to the area behind
Burnell School since the ice and snow was melted there. They began
to
play a vigorous game of hockey until they were approac hed by
the
Campus Police.
OFFICE R: If you want to play, you'll have to go to the Hill.
STUDENT: Why to the Hill? We're not botherin g anyone here.
OFFICE R: YOU CAN'T PLAY HERE, THIS IS A PLAYGROUND
!
STUDENT: Come on, what are you a joker?
(With lin~s like the above, the gentlem an could certain ly be
a
comedi an but then t there's a lot of them out of work)
As the student stood in his sweat shirt and pants, the officer said.
alternat ive is there? The nearest
OFFICE R: All-right let's see your ID.
laundr omat s about a mile
STUDENT: I don't have it.
awaY,and as we know,e speciall y
OFFICE R: You're suppose d to have your ID at all times. Let's have
this month, that mile constitu tes a
your name. Next time you want to play somewh ere ask.
very snowy trudge.
Certain ly the number of rules and regulati ons have been on the
inIt seems to me that Ms.Fu1ler
crease on this campus , and it is likely that we aren't going to see the
end.
and Ms.Joh nson's attitude was
But with increas ed damage in dorms, robberi es in both the gym, and
the
very selfish. Instead of being
student union, it seems rather absurd to me that student s are prohibi
ted
thankfu l that they were able to get
from playing in a playground. We can't toss a frisbee on the
quad
in a dormiti ry and sharing the
because we'll kill the grass. This is logical to a point but are they really
,washe rs with a fellow -ESC
afraid that the student s will tear up the paveme nt in the playgro und?
studen t,
they were' very
You want an answer to the question, "When is a playgro und not for
possessive by using words like
play?" I direct you to the Campu s Police for only they hold the answer
"our" and "strang er".
to
such questions.
Last week Tilly House. conducted a lunchti me fast for
WPG
hunger in other parts of the world.
I wonder if Ms. Johnson and Ms.
Fuller abstaine d. After all they
paid for their lunch out of their
food card and all those starving
people are only strange rs. It
seems a lot of attitude s need
changin g around here Mauree n
Ellen Curley

Staf f mee ting
Tues. at 11: 00

Edito rial
Boar d ""eet ing
Tues . at 4: 00
fire haza rds ...

to my laundry bag saying;
1'Hl~

LAUND HY IWOM IS

}<'OJt DORM nJ.;SII)I<:NTS ONLY!

JIJrti ()rllli{ 's o/lly
I4'<lf" EditH!',
I am a If'e.'nl frau)lif,·" '4tudf'nf
if! HSi ' Hili! ..,im't~ I havp ht<f'n hpJ{'
1!1l1\; "IIlH' ,iHII

iJlh

.r IU)U'\t

ht'tBlUll Ii( altlMmlf~d ~dh

~

nllw

nw nSf'

;wII'u', .m;1 If .. ' .. twh'ot"
J It'.-I
;HI ,tll l.fl'tlt

Itmt un In p"t,

WI<: PAY FUH IT OUT (W OITH
f)( m.M IHH':S, m,:sII)g S, WI<:
HON'T LIKE HTltAN(a~nS
WAN Ul·aUN fi AIHHiNl> oun
J)I IltM'! .h'aIUW FuHt'r Kathy
Juhusllu
nIl" Huh' UI)1 uilly u!l"id BW,hut
HI'tH hlh·!l JIlt' \II, ith hewlldt' ruu'nt
h.'uHr'<! ' I ,flU lint H ",tr.mgt·r I
h.Hht'n J'l'd lit"f' Hllm HIl1'.h II I
"W\"f"! "'lf~ I"'\if UiljHttU'S'Illit"t tm'

.f,.nn hut

*

humfh" P !HUt h·t( ;m d k\'\!
mmutf'lt,{,.nfu' h~u'k .md 'ilt.md Hli'
wum f'mpt)' hut for ~ notf' InmtM

Ih'i'ura tln' .'<HUnt'''! all wrappt' d in
Ult'ir pl<lstU' t'untainp t's. Whldl

Mj;;s

Flfl~t'ndd

daims art' tin'

\\.1"

iH. ml,.hi.,

fwm' h.", lliur .. Ff,h Inh
l t. .. H,\ f;~uflfh
\l •• "hn ~ull
,fu\4<H til ttw flU ..

came to the realization
Wednesday night that policies
here at BSC are ver.y COIl-I
trndic tory. As a result of the
Decemb er fire at the Hill all dorm
student s have been careful to hide
their candles, hot pots, and all
other electric al equipment that
might cause a fire. So what
happens ??!
At supper WednCRday night at Tilly (one of the
campus ' more flamma ble dorms)
w{~ were treated to lit candles. It
was all very nice und showed an
us stud(mts that we have class but
smm~how I got the idea Romething
was wrong. MayiK' I'm crazy but
SOUl(' how I {'annot ('quatE' lit
l'tHldh's mid UlOSf' c?ute little

tultl thdf IInnt'
'{ht'n' I" ;\

lht
a I HHHi PI! ;.>h,I\o\ HHilft lll"f
f~'tllll,t iflt' hl'LilY I t\!1 fiB my
Hwal;;, .m i.•mIIHh .lw! (WH't'
,flu HlJ¢ fht' i<t'~~ nwnth thd my
H'jih',!

l!iuudry at Tdlv, What utht'r

f':nT \JI,'IU.h'H'd -whv"
~ in}",'

~!Jj'"

"ihttf"l huUlln tu ftl., !t,ft, awl
"hinl'> huUnH til Hit: fight

·-···.,.u.·;,>u ~~'h'''''_''''''''_
._."';:7
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Legislature Considers
Gay Rights Bill
Around the end of March of this Discrimination exists against
year,
the
Massachusetts heterosexuals suspected of being
legislature will be voting on three h,omosexuals. Recently, two
bills which concern virtually Massachusetts women, both
every state citizen and resident, hetersexual, were not allowed to
including in- and out-of-state- rent a one-bedroom apartment in
college students.
The first, Framingham because the leasing
H.2944, if passed, will repeal· agent thought them to be lesbians.
certain "sex laws"
which
The possibility of passage of
presently regulate the private the bills is good this year. State
sexuaf behavior of consenting Attorney General Bellotti and
adults. (Today, only "normal" Secretary of State Guzzi have
sexual intercourse between a endorsed the bills, and Governor
married heterosexual couple is Dukakis has agreed to sign these
Jegal.) The second, H.2848 (in the if passed by the legislature. This
Senate, 272), would make year, nearly 35% of the
discrimination in employment, legislature is already expected to
housing mortgages, bonding, vote for the bills. Also, this year's
credit, public accomodations, and legislature contains among its
union membership on the basis of membership Rep. Elaine Noble
sexual orientation illegal. The (D-Boston), the first openly gay
third bill (H.2849) would make person elected to an office higher
discrimination in state civil than city council in the United
service employment on the basis States. This kind of antiof sexual orientation illegal.
discrimination legislation has
The need for such legislation is received endorsements from the
clear from a history of Civil Liberties Union of
discrimination against Massachusetts, the National
homosexual and heterosexual Organization for Women, the
persons alike. For exmple, in United Church of Christ, the
1972, John Kyper, a resident of American Bar. A ssociation, and
Dorchester, was refused em- the New York Times, amon~
ployment as a psychiatric aide at many others.
the Massachusetts Mental Health
But the public support is most
Center because, as Head Nurse crucial. Rep. Barney Frank (DMary Finn put it, as a homosexual Boston) has commented, "As
he was IInot suitable to work with many as six letters (from conyoung people." A
assistant stituents) on anyone issue is
bookkeeper for a Worcester firm considered a landslide by most
between 10 AM and 2 PM, or Gay
resigned in 1973 under threat of legislarors. "
Legisla tion '75 .< 617 -338-8173)
. Persons interested in seeing
dismisal after her supervisor
between 6 and 9 PM, Tuesday
discovered that she was a lesbian. the passage of the gay rights bills through Thursday, for .in(Just prior to this she had this year are urged to call the formation about writing, calling,
received compliments on her voter Information Phone (800-882- or visiting your legislators.
work as well as a raise.)
1649, toll free; in Boston, 357-5880)

Silicone

Glamour

Turns to Nightmare
By Associated Press
LAS VEGAS, Nev. - Plastic
surgeons in this bosom-concious
town say the glamour of silicone
injections has turned into
nightmare in hundreds of cases.
They're pressing for a state
law against future bust-building
silicone injections and oppose the
possible release by the US Food
and Drug Administration of a new
silicone fluid for experimental
use.
Big breasts were the rage in
show business a few years ago.
San Francisco topless dancer
Carol Doda increased her bustline
from 36 to 44 inches in the 1960'S.
Starlets flocked to practioners in
Las Vegas, Paris, Tokyo - to have
injections of liquid silicon~,
perhaps as little as one CUbIC
centimeter at a time.
Las Vegas surgeons say
housewives too were standing in
line for injections, often without
the knowledge of their husbands.
Also, liquid silicone was being
injected behind facial wrinkles to
smooth them out.
The surgeons estimate that in
Las Vegas alone, at least 12,000
women had injections.
But now,about 120 recipients a
year are seeking surgical help for
problems
ranging
f~O~
discoloration to gangrene withm
one to 14 ye~rs after injections.

At least four women have died,
Las Vegas surgeons say.
Mastectomies have been performed on many others.
Case history photographs show
faces of women with open lesions

around the eyes and forehead.
The liquid silicone, surgeons say,
has slowly interfered with circulation of the blood and the
lymphatics.
. "It's like creating a marsh,"
explained Dr. Edward H. Kopf in
an interview. liThe circulation
stagnates. Resistance drops. The
cells finally die. The skin sloughs
off."
Also, the silicone causes lumps
and is X-ray opaque, making it
nearly impossible to detect
cancer.
"I think we've put enough
women on the sacrificial block
that we don't need any more - I
should say men and women.
We're swamped with them. It Kopf
said.
Most of the Las Vegas injections were made by what Kopf
. called "marginal practioners"
two of whom are no longer
practicing.
The FDA prohibited liquid
silicone injections in 1968, but the
surgeons say practioners can use
purified industrial grade silicone
or import medical grade silicone
from Mexico.
The surgeons say women who
have had silicone injections
should seek qualified help as soon
as the first signs of troubleappear.

,'(,"t::t
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SCIENrn
ABSTRACfIONS
Edited by Ai LaFrance

The Real Cause

of

Pollution

(CPS) An executive of Chrysler Corporation has announced that his
company has found the real cause of pollution - plants.
The statement came at a recent hearing of the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) on requests from the automobile industry to
suspend for one year compliance with auto .emission,s standards targeted
for 1977.
Chrysler Vice-President Sydney Terry told the EPA that even if
automobile were completely banned,certain areas of the country would
still not meet clean air standards because of hydrocarbons given off by
vegetation. Because of this, plants are almost as much to blame for
pollution as· cars, Terry reasoned.
EPA official Roger Strelow pointed out to Terry that one problem with
cars is that their mobility allows heavy concentrations of pollutants in
urban areas.
"Even lawns may give off hydrocarbons, but you don't drive your
lawns downtown in large concntrations, 71Strelow said.

Deaths

by
Car Pollution
(cN) Automobile emissions account for about 4,000 deaths annually
and four ~illion worker absence days a year, according to a one-year
study by the Nationai Academy ofS~ierices. The deaths are attributed to
bronchitis, emphysema, and asthma. Work days lost are caused by
respiratory illnesses, the report states.
Of the total health hazard posed by air pollution from all sources,
about one-tenth to one-fourth can be traced to auto emissions, the report
says. However, it varies in different geographical areas.
Physiological evidence reviewed by the study panel indicates I
health from air pollution varies with pollution concentrations and the
.
individual's exposure, with no clear lower limit.
According to the study, persons susceptible to air pollution-related
health hazards, comprise one-fifth the nation's population.
The study confirms what the National Wildlife Federation has consistently contended: besides the health factor, clean air makes good
economic sense.
A cost-benefit review placed an estimate of from $500 million to $3
billion on the value of preventing adverse effects from auto emissions.
From economic data compiled by the study panel, it estimated reductions
in damage to materials and plant life, and in monetary terms, consumer
preference for better air. Combined the estimates indicate a value of
between $2.5 billion and $10 billion annually for the expected benefits of
achieving federal ambient air quality standards for motor vehicle
pollutants.
,
To meet current air quality regulations could cost as much as $12
billion annually, the study says. Hwever, the cost is expected to fall
sharply with technological advances in automobile, design and
manufacturing efficiency and proposed changes in emission control.
"Weighing all these factors and their uncertainties, we conclude that
the benefits to be reasonably accrued from .implementing federal
statutory emission control standards for automobiles are commensurate
with the expected costs," the study concludes.
.
The study was undertaken at the request of the Senate Cmmittee on
Public Works and funded by the committee.

MORE ENERGY B.S.'
(CN) A spokesman for Natural Gas Pipeline Co., of America, a subsidiary of Peoples Gas Co. of Chicago, says that the company intends to
buy commercial quantities of methane gas generated from cow manure.
The gaseous manure will be processed through a biogasification plant
which Calorific Recovery Anerobic Process, Inc. of Oklahoma intends to
construct by 1976 in the mid-south.
Calorific estimates the plant will initially process 90,00 tons of cattle
manure annually to produce 640 million cubic feet of methane. Natural
Gas Pipeine will purchase the entire gas output at a base price of $1.33 per
thousand cubic feet, higher than current levels for domestic natural gas,
but still lower than anticipated costs of other energy sources.

)
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Suitors for Japan

urn

Recently during the post war
history of Japan, it has become
evident that the nation has a f~r
of the Soviet Union rather than

Nod Only Knows
By Joseph Al1zio
The student body of Bridgewater State College should be informed of a
recent vote taken by both the Faculty Council and the general faculty.
The fateful motion read," That a moratorium be declared on any
modifications of the General Education Requirements until the end of the
Academic year 1975-1976." The result of this vote affects all 4,150 students
at BSC,
On February 10,1975 the Faculty Council voted 11-3-2 in favor of this
motion. Not to be outdone,the general faculty,with less than half of its 240
members voting on February 25,1975 voted in favor of same (70 for - 46
against) with 124 faculty members not bothering to vote. The main
rational used for these votes was "to allow time to restructure our own
departments and to revise our own curriculum." What went unsaid was
the fact that the faculty knew for over two years now that a change in the
GER's was coming. What have they been doing all this time?

China. Since Cruna has emerged
as an active figure both
diplomatically and economically
in the past 5 years, there has been
heightened tension between it and
Russia. At the same time, China
has been showing itself to be a
willing and attractive partner for
the Japanese. So in recent weeks,
Japan has nervously found itself
being wooed by two PG!Verful
suitors, neither of which has any
use for the other and neither of
which she particularly trusts.
The issue of the moment is recent
progress toward completion.' of a
Japan-China "peace and friend
ship" treaty which would formally recognize the new era of
diplomatic relations between the
Asian neighbors.
The Soviet
ambassador to Japan has complained that the treaty talks with
China have an effect on relations
with the USSR.

The fact of the matter is that certain departments have been playing a • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
power and economics game in which they can't lose but we can. It seems
that some people have expressed fears that if the GER's are lowered they
might lose some of their staff.If I were a faculty member I would take this
as an insult to my ability to change and adapt,as well as an insult to my
competence and professionalism. It also shows us clearly that some
departments rely on GER's for their existence. I shudder to think what
my degree is worth if this is indeed the trnth.How do I tell a prospective f:AI_r
.

Ii

emp~Yff ili~ ilie reason I ~~ cerla~ cou~~ was because ili~~~• • • •~~~.~~~~.~~~~~.~~• •~~.~~.~.~~~~
department might have folded if I didn't. I certainly believe in
Amelia Palladino
brotherhood but this is ridiculous.
Edited by
After circulating a little I find that the welfare of the students was
never even mentioned. Instead,the welfare of the few departments
dominated discussion. As participants in a tripartite system I realize that
we will also get our say on the GER's. The thing that bothers me is that
A new twist in the rapid
the welfare of the students, their needs and their education was totally
blurring of sex distinctivenessneglected when the faculty took its' vote. ASs a matter of fact I am willing
more wives are running away
to bet that more than half of our so-called enlightened faculty members
from home, largely as a protest
don't even know what the GER's are. That could account for the great
against their We roles. Amissing
advising we recieve in our departments and can also explain why 124
persons firm rePorted that last
members failed to vote.
year it was <;alled upon to find
Now comes the moment of truth. Either we are being taught by in1136 women and 989 men. It was
secure,spineless, non-creative, non-adaptable professors or we are being·
The board regulating the sale the first time wives outnumbered
caught up in a power and economic battle between a few departments.
of alcoholic beverages in husbands. "The change was atCome onfelIas, which is it ????? (maybe NOD knows)
Massachusetts gave a boost to tributed'to. Women's Liberation:
Editor's Note: this is a personal opinion.
bargain hunters by ruling against The president of the firm stated
The US stock-piled rice .at. a
two proposed regulations to that now, because woman is
protect small package stores dealing with her new freedom,
Saigonairport in preparation for
against liquor supermarkets. The she .has become her own victim.
massive airlift of food supplies to
proposals, sponsored by many of She is rejected as a meddler
the
beseiged
Cambodian
capital
the
small retail outlets in the when she applies her educationto
by Richard Tonner
fo Phnom Pen:h Pro-communist
state, would have prohibited help the family and her husband
Finally, the "Nixon Ring" is closing shop. Sentenced last Friday two
troops stepped up their attacks,
retailer s from selling alcoholic financially so she decides to run
and one-half to eight years in a Federal Prison, top Nixon aides
pouring
rockets
into
the
area.
beverages
below wholesale cost away. It is a form of social
H.R.Halderman, John D. Ehrlichman and former Attorney General John
Since the only supply line was
and would have eliminated any suicide. Statistically, the typical
N. Mitchell will seek an appeal of their involvement in the Watergate
blocked by
rebel
forces
reference to price in retail liquor runaway wife is 34, married at 19,
cover-up. The three defendants were released without bond pending their
February6, American comadvertisement.
The board and has 2 children. She has little
appeal which might possible take another year to resolve, The crimes in
mercial contract planes have
received hundreds of letters from
which the three were involved include conspiracy, obstruction of justice,
consumers urging that the
been flying in tons of ammunition
and perjury. As of now: the convicted remain free with former pre~ident
daily
from
neighboririgThailand.
'proposals
be 'turned down since
Richard Nixon.
Because a nearby village has
hearings on the issue were held a
While the punishments levied by presiding Supreme Court Judge John
fallen into the hands of the rebels,
month ago. The letters indicated
Sirica are considered stiff, it is a welcome'step toward concluding the
Phnom Penh has become more
the public wants price adlegal battle of the decade. Simply, the Watergate break-in was a criminal
vulnerable to attack. The airlift
vertisingand not the imposed
offense performed by criminals, and they should be punished as such.
to Phnom Penh will be doubled
regUlations. Large retail outlets,
The men were released without bond enabling them to resume normal
with at least 15 daily flights of US
by buying by volume, have been
activity until they must appeal their sentences. In most instances, it
commercial jets carrying a total able to sell the liquor more·
would seem crimes such as these would have those included behind bars
of 583 tons of Louisiana and Texas cheaply than small stores. They
sooner. John J. Wilson, Haldemans attorney, was greeted (in reference
rice
also sell certain brand names
to the sentencing) as saying, "The penalty is for more than Richard
below the cost to attract
Nixon will suffer ... Whatever Bob Halderman did, so did Richard Nixon;
customers.
that Nixon had been freed of judicial punishment yet Bob Haldeman has
had to endure agony and punishment by the trial and conviction." Wilson
Every American should
eventually be required to carry an
brings forth an interesting point. While Haldeman, Ehrlichman and
IDcard distributed by the
Mitchell are as guilty as Nixon, it seems somewhat unfair that the three
government--complete with
must bear the trial conviction, and appeal that obviously includes a most
fingerprints-- in order to reduce
important fourth party; a former President of the United States.
fraud and related crim es said
However, President Ford pardoned Nixon; that is history. Wilson should
Frances G. Knight, director of the
not attempt to ease the punishment of the 3rd man by comparing their
State Dept. 's Passport Office.
sentences to the minimal legal agony of Richard Nixon. Judge Sirica,
She feels that it is the governafter much deliberation, sentenced the accused for injustices performed.
ment's obligation to every citizen
Despite his reputation for harsh penalties, Sirica was fair h, his
to protect him from criminal
judgement, seeking to punish criminals without executive influence.
impersonations and one way to
It has been noted that Haldeman was "caught in a political maelstrom
deter this crime is to distribute
tha t engulfed a lot of other good people". It is not unlikely that Haldeman
the ID cards. Knight admits that
and the other three are not "good" men, but they participated in a
her solution
is "political
scandolous crime, defying basic laws designed to protect our country and
dynamite"
because
of enpreserve it as a democracy. Undoubtably, the Nixon aides are incroachment
on
personal
privacy
telligent, capable men. Perhaps their sentence might include some form
and
a
free
society.
The
passport
of social work when their non-criminal background would prove useful.
director said the use of false
Many of us share some compassion for those men, real!7ing the prime
identification papers is a. very
suspect is secure in a sunny California estate, sup par tied in part by the
serious problem which costs the
U.S. government. Yet, we must not allow compassion t~ i~p~d~.~ key
government an estimated $h$,' ~_\~~"i~!J.'f;. _'_>._'~'~~.,~~'~' •• '." _.~,..~.~~~ .
issue in the Watergate affair; justice under the law.
..
billion to $3 billion a year.

Rice Airlift for
'Umbodia

Runaway Wives

Look-out,.
Liquor Bargain
Hunters

Weeding

The

Garden
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Here Come
the Judge!

SGA holds marathon
<>

• •

•

In an attempt to guarantee the
rights of all students on campus,
both resident and commuter, the
Rights and Freedoms Committe

another hearing before the'
original disciplinary group.
The' Committee has tried to
make every effort to iDsure the

revIsIonary meetIng
By Dotty Tisevich
SGA has sponsored or attended
confereces in the past; however,
the conference held this past
weekend was attended only
members of Bridgewater's SGA.
The purpose of the conference
was to revise the present SGA
Constitution which was written in
197? The conference ran from 9: 30
Sa turday morning to 5: 30 Sunday
afternoon, and consted of a series
of workshops directed at specific
areas in the constitution. Attendance at the conference was
pretty good. Fourteen out of
twenty senators attended; two

members of the Exec. Board were·
not present. The workshops were
long and productive - many good
ideas came out for discussion.
One important revision that
was made wasclarification the
SGA Statement of purpose. A
little rewording was done ·80 that
the purpose of the organization is
the same, but a little better
defined. The purpose as it was
stated before was worded in
constitution language" - very
confusing and not saying much.
The proposed revision would have
the purpose read, •'The purpose of
this association shall be to en-

courage
reponsibility
in
democratic self government to
provide
a
vehicle
for
organizinand representing the
interests of its members; to
promote . advancement
of
educational opportunity and
responsibility; to secure and
defend the rights and feedoms
necessary for our full par. .
ticipation in the'educational
process; to insure the civil rights
of the memership; to promote full
understanding and cooperation
among the students, faculty, and
the administratin in order to

further the welfare of the
college. " This defines SGA as
representing the students and
participating in college affairs,
whereas previoul SGA existed in a
questionably
y functional
capacity.
Most of the revising, however,
was done in the Financial
ProceduresW hen the constitution
was written, SGA had the power
of co-signature on checks.
However, that privilege as rvoked
after President Rondileau was
informed by his lawyer that it was
unwise to delegate this power to
students. No~GA, like the rest of

RING DAYS
MARCH' 6&7

Thurs. & Fri.

10:00.. 3:00
across from
all high

the Bookstore

•
school rIngs

accepted

as

trades

FREE
FUU NAME ENGRAVING
$10.00 deposit

the clubs and organizatins, is on a
voucher system. This all had to
be incorprated into the constitution; however, it was not a
major change.
Another area of Financial
Pf6edures that was revised was
the budgetary process. To make
the system of allocation of funds
ore equitable and easier on the
Ways and Means committee, a
proposal was make to divide all
clubs and organizations into
categories according to their
purpose. The proposed categories
are: Academic, Special Interest,
Service, Publications, and SGA
Projects.
Money would be
allocated to each of these
categories (and to the SGA itself)
and from there allocated to each
club and organization within that
category. This plan seems more
workable than another proposal
considered earlier in the year,
which was to put a ceiling on
aUocationons to clubs and
organizations, so therewouldbe a
maximum amount a club could
budget for. A variation of this
ceiling method may also be incorporated laer in to the category
mathod, but no proposal has. yet
come forth. Under this category
mthod, then, the Senate could
coare clubs and organizations
because thir objectives would e
similar and rationale for their
allocations should therefore also
be similar. T facilitate drawing
up budgets and planning activities, a popular propoal was to
have semi-annual allocations - n
other words, have budgets done
each semester, insted of one a
year. This would eliminate the
complaint of clubs that a new SGA
can't evaluate a club on last yar's
expenditures and activities, and
also would eliminate the
argument that new officers
shouldn't be bJamed for the
carelessness of the old ones. Both
of these arguments are hears
time and again when budgets
come up and were oubly strong
this year when budgets were done
in the fall instead of th spring.
Also to insure an easier
transition within the clubs from
old to new officers, SGA is con·
sidering cnducting elections for
all clubs and organizations in
January or February of each
year. Some clubs already do thi,
and the reult is better communi
cation between the incoming and
outgoing officers and a muh more
active club. Also, when the time
comes for the new officers to
draw up a budge in the spring,
they will have the advantage of
having seen th Budget done in the
fall under the old leadership.
They will probably have been
active members in the club
durin~ that priod and will have a

INS!-~ITY?

INSANrrV IS NO DEFENSE I

of the SGA has been reviewing
disciplinary procedures on
campus. They found that while
resident students had a formal
r1;'ocedure at the student level for
dosciplinary review, no such'
proc~dure existed for commuters,
or for resident students .committing non-dormitory offenses.
To
strengthen
existing
disciplinary procedures and to
develop necessary procedures in
areas lacking,. the Rights and
Freedoms
Committee
is
proposing that BSC establish a
Student Disciplinary and Review
Board.
The proposed board will
consist of the 7 members of the
Student Court, and will be
responsible for a decision and
setting any necessary punishment
for all cases referred to it. The
residence halls, the Board of
Governers and the Student,
Services Office will be able to
refer any discipline cases to the
Board. The Board will also be
able to review, any case that a
student brings to it, however, the'
intent of the review will only be to
decide if the student deserves

pretty good idea of what they
want to do and how successful it
may be.
Top priority for Legislative
Affairs, the committee which will
be doing the .actual work of
organizing the constitution, is to
setup the guidelines or
recognition of clubs for funding by
SGA. Among these ~id~llnes will
be such things as op mem bership,
a purpose that will benefit the
entire student body of BSC,
having submitted a constitution to
SGA and \W¥.lg been reconized for
facilities, and submitting an
itemized budget by the deadline
set by Ways and Means. This will
all be written up in the form of an
amendment and (hopefully) will
be acted upon in time for the
spring budget.,
\

'

t

')

.

rights of the stUdents. The student
accused of an offense will be
allowed to present his side of the
case, using as many witnesses
and statements as he or she
wants. The student will be able to
see the rationale for the decision
made by the Board.
These
records will be kept to~tally
confidenttal, in accordance with
the Confidentiality Report which
was produced earlier this year by
the Rights and Freedoms Com.mittee.
At this time, the proposal is
still in the early stages of
development. The Committee is'
meeting with the different student
groups concerned in order to
explain their proposal and get
ideas for strengthening it before
the Committee presents the
proposal to the Administration.
Copies of the curr~nt proposal are
available in the SGA office. Any
questions, ideas, or comments
would be appreciated by the
Committee and can be left on the
Rights and Freedoms bulletin
board on the 2nd floor of the
Union.

The project of revising the SGA
constitution requires a tremendous amount of time by the
Legislative Affairs Committee.
The conference was a great help
because the committee receied
the input it needed for revision
and a ad start in informing the
Senate ()f the moclifiations which
will be recommended. The
senators who attended the eon~
terence were very enthusiastie
and sincere about the tasor
pushing through these revisions
for next year·s SGA. If things go
well, SGA will become an effient
organiation working for the
benefit of the students of BSC
rather than being just a device to
divide the SGA fee among the
various club and organizations on
campus.

j
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Karen Hantzes is responsible
for the fall of man. This is the
upshot of THE APPLE TREE.
On the other hand, Cheryl Buskey
is responsible for his redemption
and, along with director
Professor Bob Friedman and the
rest of the cast and staff of the
Bridgewater State College Drama
Club's production of THE APPLE
TREE, responsible for the three
zaniest,
most
funniest,
quicksilver musicals ever to be
consumed in one evening.
" THE APPLE TREE is
sometimes billed as a "N:ew
Musical", and indeed it is, but
considerably newer than other
"new musicals".
In three
separate acts it presents three
stories -- based on the writings of
Mark Twafn, Frank R. Stockton
and Jules Feiffer (author of
LITTLE MURDERS) in turn. In
the hands of less imaginative
men, each of these stories could
conceivably have been the basis
for a conventional full evening's
entertainment. But the authors -Messrs. Bock and Harnick
(FIDDLER ON THE ROOF) had· the wisdom to let them each
take their natural form and
playing time, a plan that proved
successful in the original, awardwinning Broadway production.
Allowing a plot to assume its
natural shape and size may have
been a Basic Rule in every book
on creative writing ever written,
but it's still a rarity.
To add further "newness" to
the show, the script came from
the hands of the songwriters
themselves, working with the
original director. .This has been
done before by other masters of
the craft but perhaps never so
successfully in effecting this
lightning amalgam of song,
speech and stageing. With three
stories to tell there is no room for
padding, and they are told with a
directness, simplicity and pace
that demand attention. Hewho
puts his head down to glance at
the program will miss three
laughs· and a plot point.
The first play of the trilogy.
, "The Diary of Adam and Eve",
based on a" story by Mark Twain,
is the story of man's downfall told
in human terms. Karen Hntzesas
Eve and Dennes O'Neil~ as Adam
portray sympathetic and understanda ble characters with
finesse. It is an "interesting
commentary on our times to see
our ancestors experience the
problems of a lack of co~
munication that is so common to
us all. Mark Cartier as the Snake
delightfully "tempts Eve through
song and ultimately brings about
the downfall of Adam. It is
interesting to note that in this

We? What ever happened to just ME?
Adam - Dennis O'Neill

--.- - " - ' - < ' ----

Adam's Rib never looked so good I
Eve - Karen Hantzes

There's no· apples .like my apples ....... .
Me? Miss Ch1mne:v -Sweeper of America

Snake and Eve
... '4, ; ".

"..

,
f.

r

story Eve commits her sin not for
an increase in her power of
thought, as the Bible would have
it, but so that she might become
more desireable to the only
creature capable of returning her
love.
.
"The Lady Or The Tiger", the
second part of the trilogy, is a
story based on the writings of
Frank R. Stockton and deals with
the theme of forbidden love in an
ancient, barbaric kingdom.
Helena Antilla (best remembered
for her outstanding performance
in J.B.) plays the Princess
Barbara (second syllable accented) and Barry Lew plays her
unfortunate lover, Sanjar. The
plot of this story provides a
wealth of material for comic
performances when King Arik,
played by Steve Martin, discovers
the affair between Sanjar and
Barbara. Sanjar is made to stand
the common trial of tha t
kingdom; he must choose one of
two doors. Behind one waits a
tiger, behind the other a lady.
The prisoner is either acquitted
and married, or convicted" and
eaten by the tiger.
Sanjar's
predicament is further complicated when Barbara discovers
that the lady behind the door is to
be her rival Madjira played by
Donna Borgeous.
Sanjar's
situation proves to be the ultimate
of theatrical comedy.
The final play of the trilogy
"Passionella" by Jules Feiffer
deals with the exaggerations of
'Show Biz" life and the dealings of
a humble chimney sweep named
Ella (played by Cheryl Buskey)
who is turned into a sex pot that is
a cross between Marilyn Monroe
and Bette Midler, by her friendly
neighborhoo.O: fairy godmother
(and I DO mean fairy). The
result is Passionella. Having seen
this play in rehearsal I would say
that the best comic and musical .
performance by an actress on the
Bridgewater stage is destined to
be tliat of Ms. Buskey, The only
word to describe it is "electrifying" !
The production opens Thursday February 27 and runs
through Saturday. Curtain time
is 8: 15. Tickets are available
outside the bookstore or can be
reserved by calling 697-8321 ext.
- 213.
See. you in the S. U.
Auditorium!

Courtesans of Princess Barbara

Indub1dibly sir, she's a deUght to behold.
Na~rator - Chris Yukna

/

• OhGeel

The Lady of the Tiger. The .cholce is yours.
• .'.
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Minstrel - Crajg Carry
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Wowl Tassels and everything!
Courtesan - Carol Baldwin

Woufd you believe Ginger Rogers and' Fred Astalre'1 i
Princess Barbara and Sanjar .Hele.na.Antil~a. . . Bar.ry ~'!V'""'" ,-,
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earth sciences
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geography

personals
Letha~' Yes,

we are crazy to get up
early on a Sunday, losing an
hour's sleep, but your omlets
made ita} worth while. And ... it's
great having you next
door
working on lower.
Spoil ed Little Brat, You're
gettin' to be anold man- Have a
great 19th on the 4th. Love ya,
Me.
Than for two great weekends Fire
- Bean - my hair curler and the
Dr's. And remember there is a
fidde smiling on every roof.
Sandy
Linna - Missed you at the Club
Thurs. the 20th - You don't give a
guy a fighting chance - your
favorit S of I.
J J of Scott NEWS TRAVELS
FAST. Who did the talking?
,There's more than nothing you
can do t fix the situation.
"Smilie"
Poopie Come Home". Love an~
kisses, The lonely girls in Pope.
Hey Goon with the Big MothYou're still in the "Goon Stage".
I'll pinch your noggin if you stop
the scented noise in the "Big
Shine". Love Deebs.

streets and in the Muc and Myre,
can I tell you that your squeaky
voice - "And now folks her's
something youIl really like"- is a
relief from that high requency
scream! !? Rock out, little
kimono Lady!- Pop-in Fresh
Steve from
of Colo. - It's my
fault for never answering your
letters sooner- but you know me.
"Be good."

Happy 21st sensuous "J", did you
get your moosehead from Ward?
Love, HuntStewed Tomatoes!
Skip D. It's nice to see you well
again and back on campus. From
your friend, the Bat
Rocket J. Squirrel: Now that
you've finished rolling around the

2 tickets to the Joe Walsh Concert
on March 5th in Orpheum theater
- Boston. Contact Skip or Linda in
Comment Office.

Furs- Jacket $60.00, Cape $30.00,
size 12 or 14. 697-7216.

PICES-HappyB'day to the loving
people; Sue, Tushy, Joe, and last
but not least M.O. love another
fish
Atention all romeos - Your Juliet
awaits )OUin G.H. Rm. 115. Ask
for HEIDI (espeially M.M'>
Jo, It wasn't in last weeks so here
it is now. How about giving ME a
dollar. Donna.

found
1 pair of soft clear contact lenses
in a white clinder case found.
Contact the Director's office.

interviews for

camp counseling

"Sweetie - Heart" in the Music
Interviews for Camp Conseling
Freedom from 9Lounge.
, Positions will be held on Tuesday,
1l.V.V.C;:.A.M.C.S.? See ya lover.
March 4, with Mr. Richard E.
Your Fallen Angel.
Gavone, Executive Director of
Boy's and Girl's Camps. Boy's
Sweetheart, happiness is in the
and Gir's Camps provides
21st year! Wish I could be with
camping experience for apyou from the 1,300s. See you soon
proxima tely 2000 innercity
at 75 East or better known as Apt.
children of Boston. Information
1 Love your Yellow Cocoanut.
and Sign-up sheet are available at
the S.G.A. Carer Counseling
to Punkinhead. From you brat:
Center,
located on the ground
In answer to your question posed
floor,
Student
Union Bldg.
Sa turday
night
during
"Hustling", you bet ya I will.

s.c.e.c.

Dr. Heck and the wide-mouthed
frog - Do you catch our drift? Piglet and the Bean.

Boom - Boom, you can't fool me,
you're still the firecracker you
always were. Let's see a little
exploding.
Oboy Oberg - Keep up the good
work with thoe pearly whites!
Love, the Fiat movers.

for sale

wanted
An AMC Gremlin; preferably not
a 1971; will negotiate price.
Leave message on Gym bulletin
bord (to Tim Townsend) OR call
543-8917 (Foxboro).

Why is it our faculty does not offer
its views on current happings in
the real world through The
Comment. They are cetainly
more qualified to speak on some
issues than are students. It would
be appr c1i ed.

Student C.E.C. will nOlO i:1 5~"""~~
meeting on March 4, at 11:00 a.m.
in the Student Union Demontration Room. Procedures for
next year's elections will be
discussed along with the plans for
the two bus trips All are invited.
Student C.E.C. is sponsoring a
lecture by Kathy Rolfes, from the
Mass. Guild for the Hard of
earing. She will be speaking on
Wednesday, March 5, at 7:30 p.m.
in thestudent Union Dem. Room.
There will be a movie and a
question and answer period. All
are invited.

auditions

Student Union Art Gallery. If you
have any slides , films, pictures,
etc., that you have collected in
your travels,
would .be
delighted if you shared them ,vIth
us; please contact the Director:s
Office International Student
Identification Cards will be
initiated also, for two dollars at
this time. AraffIe of the various
posters will be held on the last
day. ,The posters are large and
colorful, an asset to any crack in a
dorm wall. Hope to see you .there!.

The Earth Science and Geograpy
Dept. and the Earth Science and
Geography Club will present a
lect'ure by Dr. Jean Peterson on
"The Fish and-Oil Industries;
Competition or Cooperation.'" It
will be held Wed., arch 5, at 7:30
PM in S- 304. Coffee will be
served at 7 PM in S- 301.

t-shirts

performers
The Junior Class is selling t-sbirts
across from the bookstore between 10:00 and 3:00, from now
Hamilton and Kirkland Colleges
untithey're sold! The cost is only
are sponsoring the Second Annual
Stephen Fen sterer. Memorial. $3.00, and there are 3 styles: solid
red, and solid navy ble (both with
Folk Festival to be held May 1-4,
Bridgewater Sltate '76 imprint); .
1975. A crafts fair, square dance,
and free workshops will be held in
and white with kelly green trim
addition to the usual musical com
(with just a· Bridgewater State
petition. Competition is limited to
imprint. They're $1.25 chaper
the first 50 amateur Cnon-union)
than the bookstore, and there's a
performers. April 15 is the
limited suly. Buy now and save!
deadline for competition applications.
For information
concern ing the festival and applications write:
Box 691,
Kirkland College, Clinton, N.Y.
13323.
Thank-you very much. Yours
truly, Bruce Hornstein for the
Folk Festival Committee

Jobs For
Summer
Look
Promising

yoga
Yoga Club, sponsored by the
odern Dnce Club meets every
Monday night. Everyone is
welcome beginners to experts.
wear loose clothing and come join
us at 4:30 outside the Conference
Reception Room, thirdHoor in the
Student Union. Bring a rug,
heavy towel or blanket it's more
cozy and saves your hip boes and
back bone.

travel fair
The Educational Service~
Committee of the Student Union is
sponsoring a Travel Fair from
March 3rd through the 7th in the

Informed sources report that
summer job opportunities for
college students "look good" this
year. National Parks, Dude
Ranches, Guest Resorts. Private
Camps, and other tourist areas
throughout the nation .are now
seeking student applications.
Sumtner job placement coordinators' at Qpportunity Research
(SAP) report that despite national
economics tourist areas are
looking for a record season. Polls
indicate that people may not·
for .the big purchases such as new
cars, new iJomes, furniture or
appliances, but most appear to be
planning for a big vacation.
A free booklet on student job
assistance may be obtained bv
sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, SS Flathead Dr.,
Kalispell, MT 59901. Student job
seekers are urged to apply early!

go

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FORM
rirdf' :lppropriate heading:

Tryouts for the Dram Club's
third major production of this
season, Twlfth Night, will be held
next Wdnesday and Thursday,
March 5th and 6th, in the Student
Union Auditorium from 7 to 9

PUZZLED ABOUT 7hftJ??
Spet~Q I EducCl4;on ¥J()rH<5hop
spontJored by Sf\JEA
~ondue"'ed

~f

b~

~At>'NE R. YATES C~I~Mon
MrA Spec.iol Educo~"on COrnf')1;-l-Jee.

r:RAN L. SITO~£R
both of MQ.ss. .. Teoch-ens
t-1onda~,

Marc.h

Assoe.

IOTtit

7:00pm - '1:00,,"

S. U. 50

II t"oorYl

!

I:"e.r~one - &udenfe, rQculfy
ore UJefC!.ome. J)fease sign up
in SkJ€A oftice - ,.ntil- ~

bE. A. ~OM'P1..Ere E.DUCATION/

F'OR SALE

T.OST & FOTTND

nOPSTNr.

HELP WANTED

PERSONAL

WI\NTRD

~ERVTCF.S

HF.LP WAN1'F.D

P.M.

~ ~f

OTHER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ RTDF,/RTDF.RS WANTED
TwHth Night, which has been
trmed Shakespeare's highe',st
accomplishment
in
sheer "0 to rf'ad ns follows:
comedy, is being directed by Dr.
Richard Warye of the Department of Speech and Theatre and
wi.!l be presented May 1; 2, and 3.
Although there are only a limited r-----------------~-------__1

-----------------..J

.--------------------------1

nember of female roles, those of r-~-----------------=-·--""':"'---J
Viola and Maria offer excellent
acting opportunities. There are
eleven male speaking roles, plus
strolling musicians and' alk-ons.
As for all Drama Club t"~=~--:-~-_:_----------------J
·
t ryou ts are open t 0 rlnssifiE'ns [lrf' freE' for all B.S.C. ,~tlld""nt<'.
. praduc tIOns,
.. ....
all interested persons--all that is Fnr non-stu'df'nts: ('nst is $~!'i pf'r word
needed is to go to the S. U. '\':1nH'_'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phmw _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1
Aditorium either March 5th or 6th
\ititi'~"" '
after 7 P.M.
: - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ 'f'otnl Fnclos('d

,--------------------------J
.--------------------------J
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summer
in

johs

hritian

Hundreds of U.S. students will be
able to wOl'k in Great Britain this
summer with the help of the
International
Council
on
Educational Exchange's Summer
Jobs in Britain program.
Students whQ thout that they
couldnt possibly affrd a trip to
Europe this summer should
reconsider: with a job in Great
Britain they can earn enough to
pay their day to day expenses and
what may have seemed like an
impossible trp can become a
reality. Because of the common
language, Britain has always
been the most popur country for
American students who wish to
work abroad.
Students may chose from two
different plans for their summer
in Britain: they may have a job
re-arranged for them (for a feeoi
$75) or they can obtain the
necessary working
papers
through CIEE and then find their
own jpb (for a fee of $25). J',nf€
student who found his own job last
year spent the summer working
as a grouse flusher on the estate.
of a Scottish marquis!
Applications and details of the
Summer Jobs in Britain program
are available from CIEE, Hotel
McAlpin, Suite 2200, Broadway
and 34th Street, New York, New
York 10001. CIEE will also help
students find jobs in Germany
and France this summer; in~
formation on opportunities in
these two countries is av:aiJable at
777V.N. Plaza, New York, NE.W
York 10017.

tests for you
The Division of Student Services
now has av,ailable the StrongCampbell Inter est Invetory. Its
primary purpose is to tell people
about themselves and their
relationship to the working world,
enabling them to make better
decisions about the course of their
lives.
The scn is directed
paricularly toward makng
choices of educational major and
eventual occupational choices.
The test is available to any
Bridgewater State College
3tudent without charge.
For
further information, contact the
Dean of Student's Office.

freshman

& juniors
The Class of '76 will sponsor a
Juniorfreshmen Nite in the
Ra thskellar on March 2, from 8: 00
till 11 . Only members of the
classes of '76 and '78 will be
allowed (sorry no guests). The
featured band will be "Shades of
Satin". Come early and get a
buzz on~.

veterans
Veterans in need of financial
aid to continue GI Bill education
are eligible for" increased benefits
under
the
Veterans
Administration's work study grant
program, VA reminded veterans
today,
Administrator of Veterans
Affairs Rchard L.', ORoudebtlsh" '.
noted that a December 3 law (PL

93-508) increased the amount the
agency can advance veterans to a
maximum of $625 per semester
for fulltime students who agree to
work 250 hours for the agency.
Prior to December 1974, VA
could advance a maximum of
only $i~OA FISCAL YEAR TO A
LIMITED
MUMBER
OF
SELECTED VETERANS FOR
1.00 HOURS OF SERVICE.
From April 1973 when the
original program started through
last December, 27,157 ,-eterans
received nearly $6.6 million in
grants for 2.6 million hours of
work, the VA official revealed,
Veterans interested in work
study grants were urged to apply
to VA regional offices which
Illaintain their records.
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math
rhere will be a Math Club
meeting Tues.l March 4th S208 at
11 :~. All are'invited to attend.

workshop at
sturhridge
village

WORKSHOP TO BE HELD AT
Old Sturbridge Village on Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
March 3rd, 4th, and 5th. The
workshop is open to anyone on the
campus who is interested in
developing material related to the
upcoming Bicentennial
celebration. Each person must
select a field of endeavor from a
list of subject areas, describe the
way in which they will report it
and have it approved by the
Chairman of their department.
Some of the areas the students
may
pursue
are:
industrialization, education,
government,
family
life,
economic exchange, and more.
Sturbridge Village eagerly
awaits the students and their
ideas in the hopes of utilizing
some of ' their thoughts and endeavors in the museum. In April,
BSC can look forward to a display
of these rna terials as well as an
opportunity to discuss the
workshop with those who attended.

The 1974~1975 Bridgewater
State hockey team will play the
BSC hockey alumni at 9:30 p.m.
The
on Thursday, March 6.
game, with free admission, will
be played at Crossroads Arena in
West Bridgewater, the Bears'
home ice, Former BSC plyers
playing for the alumni will include Bill Norman, Ken Ottariano, Al Pietrantonio, Jay
Abelli, Rick Foley, Jack
Bradbury, Jim McCarthy, Mike
Bartlett, Tom st. Thomas, Stan
Bonhom, Fred Smith and Mike
Dunphy.

display ft.-om
creative dance
There will be a display of musical
instruments made by students in
Creative
Dance Classes - in the Lobby of
Kelly Gymnasium from Tuesday,
March 4,
through Friday, March 7. Included will be a variety 0 f handmade drums, rattles,
bells, xylophones, and one-of-akind originals.
Students in
Creative Dance
Classes not only compose their
own dances, but relate movement
to vocal and
instrumental sounds beginning
with original accompaniments.
All are cordially
invited to share what six beginning classes have made.

..-.. ..-..
...-... ...-. ..-.....-..
The Church of Conservation
~

t

,

,
,
,

Invites You To Be An
ORDAINED MINISTER
And Acquire The Rank Of
DOCTOR OF NATUREPEDICS
,
Our fast growing church is actively seeking
enviornment-concious new ministers w~o ~elieve what we believe: Man should eXIst 10
,
harmOny with nature. We are a non-structured
faith, undenominational, with no traditio~al doc,
trine or dogma. Benefits for ministers are:
1. Car Emblem and Pocket I.D.
2. Reduced rates from many hotels, motels,
restaurants, car rental agencies, etc.
Our directory lists over 1,000 prestige
establishments extending an automatic
cash discount.
3. Perform marriages, baptisms, funerals
and all other ministerial functions.
,
4. Start your own church and apply for exemption from property and other taxes.
Enclose a free-will donation for the minister's ere- ,
dentials and pocket license. Your ordination is recognized in alI 50 states and most foreign countrieS::J'
Church of Conservation, Box 375, Mary Esther,Florlda

Internships offering grants up to
$600. PLUS TRAVEL AND
RESEARCH EXPENSES ARE
AVAIL ABLE FROM THE
Population Istitute for students
interested in working on
popUlation growth and environmentissues.
Students who participate in the
Intern Program will work closely
with state legislat ors and
agencies in researching and
anaising population-reJaed issues,
policies, and legislation. While
continuing to attend regular
college or university courses, the
intern will also spen part of ee
with his/her sponsoring agency,
mee ting with otr group and individuals, doing needed research
and writing and making periosic
trips to the stst: capit('~ Each
intern will arrange for academic
credit for the internships with a
faculty dvisor.
Generally, internships ru from September
through Mayor June.
The
progrm outline is flexible and
altenative approaches to research
of population policies will be
considered.
The Intern Program is supervised
by the youth AND Student
Division of the Population Institue
with offices in Washington, D.C.
The Institte is a private, nonprofit organiza tion concerned
with the population problems and
the broad range of related issues
affecting the quality of lie. I seeks
to relate to and evoke positive.
response from key leaders in our
society .in helping to balance
populaion growth with resources,

t

l3~...-.

')
!

Friday - April 4 Basketball Game,
Celtics - Washington. A bus will
leave the Burnell Parking Lot at
; 00 p.m. Tickets are $4.50 (in-,
eludes transportation) Tickets
are limited and will be held for
Faculty Association members
until Friday, March7. After that
date tickets will be available to
non-association members. Watch
for your next Faculty Association
notice. The committee is working
on arrangements for a thatreparty via bus to Boston to see
Ingrid Bergan.

1

husiness skills
programs
A repreentative from the
Katherine Gibbs School will be on
campus on Monday, March 3, 1975
rom 1:00 p.m. until 3:00p.m, to
talk with students interested in
rhe Entree Program. Juniors
and Seniors are eligle to apply for
this
concentrated
8-week
program in basic business skills.
For further information please
All
see Mrs. Martha Jones.
students interest ed in interviewing are requested to sign
up outside the Office of Student
Services, Boyden Hall, by
FridaY,February 28. 1975.
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EUROPE
BOUND

IN '751

l:

wouldn't you rather come with us?
Last year over 200,000 students summered in EUI'ope. And the
travelw:i,se flew on charters because it, costs about HALFI
This yelar a l - 6 week, ticket to London is $512.; 2 - .3
weeker $'591. And its $707. for over six weeks from /lew
York. (That's whlit the airlines say now. Last year there
were two unfor~ast increasesl)
,
Not. only do you fly wit.h UB at half', but you can just about
have your choice of dates for I., S, 0, 7, II, 9,' 10 week duration during th<l nummflr. Alld all you have to do to qualify
is reserve your Deat now hy sending $1(,)0. cleposit, pl\l..l $10.
regi!Jtration fee, Under recontly new (). S. Govornrnent regulation" we mU5t submit all flight participants nam"" am]
full payment. tiixty days before each flight. If YOil takl') tile
June .21 - Auguct 19 flight J.o London far examp Le, deposit. reserVe!] your seat. ,,"d April 15 you Gon(t tho $199. balance.
.IUot one price ('or a 11 flight:; whethor you pick Ii weekend
d"pa"tlll'" ($15. exu'" Ull t,ho I'Hgular faru ail'lilleD) or peak

sea aon }jurc ha t'p,e

f1

J

I
I

I

I'll! ttl ..

eorrlplf~tf': ,<ichedulo, or to be nurt! (Ir your !'f).:ltH°'Jnt..iofl HOW, rW:lll 'lULU' dffpuBit. for' oue of oUt' j to 7 wHekl,
dtJpRrCIl!'e!,; rrnm .runt thrc'Ui~h !lepterrtber. ~~ ,JUc;t "poetry the week
Y0U' want. ttl t.rav!~ I :Hld for' how lonr. •. You wlll r~ncfl1l/e your

Sf) :. . eno for out'

exact date conj'irn.,tion Iwd l'octlipt Ly l'otur'n mail.
1'1iJ:,:tlttj

are via, fuLly

('[!y'tifieHtp.d, II.

:,1,

All our'
Govor'nfllHut ::t.andarff

.J ... t. ann all, 1'1c',;1, cla:;'l 'lOl'vlcu.

Fr'onoJ,ondort th.ll''' fire mill,y
tltudp.nt, fli{;tlL' t.o all),at'I,:! of ttl" Continent, fl'e'lllOtlt. <l1lp a rt,ul'e1J ann manv at .' loft' tho rep:ular J't.lr~.
REPlIBt_IC AIR SYSTEMS 'NTI!:RNATfONAl .
Nr,.W VO,,"K N':W 'iOfllK

I

IOO~:I

Boo - 22) - ;)119
(TOLL FREE)

Charter flying is
the biggest bargain'
in air travel today
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Application dea~Uine for the
September, 1975 - May, 1976
program
....ll 30, 175 Students
interested in applying should
request applications from: David
E. Baker, Director, State Stuent
Intern Program, The Population
Institue, 110 Maryland Avenue,
N.E.,Washington, D.C. 20002.

intern grants

hockey-alumni
game

Tbe Comment

697 .. 8631
Bridgewater delivery
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Getting There.

By Jennifer N. Fisher
It seems as though Wendy Johnson, dressed in cowboy-type preciation of and a kinship with
Waldman has finally come into garb, took the stage, they nature.
her own, although one is still apt welcomed him warmly. I had
Wendy Waldman possesses a

~ eHo~~r ~~er

u~W~~~hlm~&~dW~wrn~~~~~~~~.~~~~~=::=;;;;=;;;;;;;;==;;

an
comprehending stare at the pleasantly surprised. Richard's periments with in her music. Her
mention of her name, or "Oh, new (and first) album was voice lends itself to quiet,
yeah - - she's the one with the displayed conspicuously at soothing ballads, as well as
frizzy hair!". Wendy's number of various spots around the room. emotional blues, when it is
fans is continually expanding, and He sang several original songs vaguely reminiscient of the late
the fans that she now has seem to and accompanied himself on the Janis Joplin's unmistakable style.
be of the loyal and "diehard" guitar. A particularly fine inBefore the show ended, about
version that supposedly went out strum ental was "PNm Island", fifteen people who were sitting at
of style with the original Beatles. the title cut from his album.
the front stood up and walked out.
For instance, when I went to see Wendy Waldman greeted the Wendy appeared to be slightly
her perform at Passim's in audience with a sense of humor piqued, until they explained that
Cambridge on Thursday night, and self-confidence. H~r back-up they had to catch the last subway
Wendy announced halfway consisted of a bass player and a train at 12:20.
through the show that a member drummer.
She accompanied
Wendy Waldman played one
of the audience had come all the herself on the guitar, piano, and encore, and then, after leaving
way from Amherst to hear "Cold dulcimer'
the stage supposedly for the
Back on Me", which she
Wendy began with songs from evening she returned and did
obligingly sang.
her first album, GYPSY SYM- TWO more encores. Apparently
Wendy Waldman performed PHONY. Most members of the she appreciated her enthusiastic
with Richard Johnson at Passim's audience were so familiar with audience who applauded her
through last Saturday. Although the material that they began to Wildly.
.
we arrived
in plenty of applaud when the introduction to
It was gratifying to see a
time for the first show at 8: 30, the each song had barely started. She woman artist performing original
coffeehouse was already filled. sang the rollicking country-style material and succeeding apWe passed the time until the "My Northwoods Man" and after preciaJ;>ly.. Wendy Waldman has
second show by wishfully eyeing she had finished 'singing "Cold risen from a relatively unknown
the record dept. of the Coop, and Back On Me" Wendy quipped, singer to a talented performer
by enjoying dinner at Grendel's "You people get so much pleasure who is becoming increasingly
more recognized and apDen -- the names of the dishes out of my pain!"
were incomprehensible, but they
During the second half of her preciated. If Thursday night's
tasted good and were kind to the performance, Wendy devoted performance is any indication.
wallet! There was already a line herself to new material -- the As we emerged from the cozy
forming at Passim's by 9:45 for songs that will be included on her warmth of Passim's into the cold
.the. 10:30 show.
soon-to-be- released second Cambridge night air,I remarked
Passim's was crowded and, album, entitled simply WENDY that I could hardly wait to pursince we were sitting near the WALDMAN. These songs, she chase Wendy Waldman's new
back of the room, we had to strain admitted, were of a decidely album when it was released.
our necks to see the stage. The happier nature than those on her "There goes the March budget",
audience was waiting in pleasant previous album. Many of the one of my friends. sighed.
anticipation, and when Richard songs exhibited a marked ap-

Otamher Singers
Get To Sing
The Chamber Singers, directed
by Dr. Theodore C. Davidovich,
ha ve been honored by the
Massachusetts Music Educators
with an invitation to perform at
the annual MMEA Convention in
Chicopee on Thursday April 10.
Choral groups from' throughout
the state seek invitation to perform at this important statewide.
convention. To be so honored
represenrs a tremendous accomplishment by the group and is
an affirmation of the dedication
and effort put forth by the
students and the director toward
quality performance of fine
choral music. It certainly points
up what we at BSC have known

tin:

e that our choral
for some
groups are mdeed among the
finest in the state.
The convention is held an~lUally to provide .the State's
Music Educators with opportunities to better keep abreast
of the latest dev~lopements in
their field~ Also, the· Music .
Educators can reaffirm their
performance valu,es and standards by atte~ding performances
by several of the . finest . choirs,bands -and orchestras from
throughout the ~tate. Groups
chosen come from the entire
g&mut of the state's educational.
system from elementary Schools
on
up
through
college!.
Congratulations.Charnber Singers
- Keep up thegood.work!

§

CUNCER1-S

and

BOSTON MUSIC HALL
March 18
Seals and

Loeb Drama Center

T&~TRE

The Alchemist
Charles Play 'house .

ORPHEUM
The Average White BND WITH the Alex Harvey Band

Crofts

BOSTON REPRgTORY THEATRE

March 11
Chick Corea and Return to Forever

The Point Opening March 4th for a

March 28

limited engagement

BOSTON Garden

Bka N'deye African Ballet Wheelock College

Jethro TuH
March 12

Auditorium March 1st
PAUL'S MALL
Taj Mahal March 3-5
HARVARD SQUARE THEATRE
Commander Cody and his Lost
Planet Airmen with Doc Watson
and frosty morn
ORPHEUM THEATRE
Joe Walsh with
specia}. guests. ~he, .Strawbs
March 5th

Lenny

Hungry after Hours??
Now open

12 midnight to 1: 30

ORPHEUM THEATRE
Roy Buchanan with special guest star
John Entwistle's
March 7th
KEVIN;S

Bob's Diner

ON SOMERVILLE AVE,

SOMERVILLE
Chubby Checker
March 10 and llth·

Rte 28

West

Bridgewater

..
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NCAA Sl ou ch es To wa rd s
W om en 's At hl et ic s

G h o st s o f
th e Boston
A re n a
by Kevin Hanron
The Boston Arena has a spirit. It is almost indefinable, but it exists, as
surely as the shells of once-proud homes exist along Massachusetts
Avenue.
Teams of men who slap with pieces of wood at rubber discs slip quietly
through the surrounding neighborhood to playa game called "hockey".
Rows of decaying homes line the streets their buses ply. Poor black and
white people, mostly black, live here behind boarded windows and walls
of crumbling brick; walls of poverty.
The buses turn from Mass. Ave. onto 8t. Botolph's Street. st. Botolph's
Street: an address as meaningful as any in Boston. It is the location of the
Boston Arena.
The Boston Arena: For some, it means memories of the old Boston
Olympics Oater the Eastern Olympics, then the Braintr ee Hawks, now
-oblivion). Parents ' stories of happy times spent in this building
people
of
ds
thousan
memories of intense, exciting· hockey games;
cramm ed into the darkest corners of the balconies.
For others, the Arena is a reminder of the lost spirit of the New
England Whalers. Briefly, ever so· briefly, the Whalers revived the
ghosts of the ancient edifice, as thousands of new, younger fans sat in awe
of men skating on the ice. But this was only a short burst of life, prodded
by a strange corrimercial explosion of the sport of hockey. Still, the life
was there: Bobby Hull, Teddy Green, Gordie Howe and many others
injected long-lost plasma into the ghosts of S1. Botolph's. Now they are
gone.
The ghosts haunt all parts of the arena. An elderly man and woman
work at the snack bar, serving 45 cent hot dogs and stale ice cream
sandwiches to mere dozens of people. Perhap s they worked here as
younger people among many others, serving 15 cent hot dogs to emotion
lobby.
filled masses of humanity cramm ed into the
Ah yes, the lobby: Victorian-style ornamentation carved on white
pillars. Strange paintings of white hockey players, white boxers, white
wrestlers, white dancers--all in the midst of a predominantly black neighto
borhood. Pay telephone booths, all with dead lines for people to talk
noone. Cracked walls, broken lights.
Inside the arena, still more spirits: A dust-covered picture of a Whaler
player in one corner. An ancient Bulova clock hangs at the far end of the
arena; a primitive relic such as existed in the Boston Garden several
years ago.
Perhap s the presence of ghosts is most felt in the names of high schools
inscribed on walls, seats, ceilings, floors, and the press box. Proud fans
from suburban schools like Medford, Amesbury, Andover, Canton and
Lynnfield / Who will ever forget the state hockey tournament that will
never again see the inside of the old "Arena "? No more yellow buses
lining Mass. Ave., no more crowds filling the building from early afternoon to late at night.
It's kind of sad, even for myself, a 2o-yr. old college student from the
suburbs. I have only been in the Arena twice, but the ghosts have made
their presence felt each time. The ,Bridgewater VS. Boston State hockey
game brought some of the ghosts back to life. The sharp crack of slapshots slamming against the glass, the thump of a check into the boards,
the barely perceptible applause of 50 or so fans--these somehow will
always combine to bring the cavernous arena back to life as long as the
walls stand.
We have sterile, frigid, empty ice arenas in the suburbs. They are
totally void of life, spirit, and "ghosts ." The Boston Arena is not.

Gen eral Spr ing

TENNIS TE AM
Mee ting
AlI· can dida tes mus t atte nd!
Monday~ Mar ch 3, 1975
at 5: 00 p.m . in the'
Scie nce Bui ldin g
1st floor, A-V Dep t. cOlTidor

( CPS) --After a controversial
false start the nation's most
promin ent studen t athletic
association voted to consult with a
women 's athletic organiz ation
before deciding to conduct pilot
programs for national women's
interco llegiate athletic championships.
The Nation al Collegi ate
Athletic Association (NCAA> had
earlier opted to establish test
programs on its own for women's
champi onship s in track and
tennis for this spring, followed by
pilot championships for as many
as ten other sports in the next four
years. '
The change was seen as a
minor victory for women's sports
groups , becaus e the earlier
resolutiQij . failed to provide for
consultation ·o{-·cooperation with
women's athletic organizations,
notably the ,Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(AIAW)'
The action came during
NCAA's 69th annual convention in
early January in Washington, DC
and was prompted by complaints
from the convention floor andS tiff
criticism by AIAW officials:
Dr. Lee Morris on, IA WA
president, expressed shock and
disappointment when informed of
the original NCAA proposal to
press ahead alone with women's
championships.
"We have been trying to work
with the NCAA to iron out some of
the problems common to women's
,athletics," she said. "If this
iprogram is intended to replace
ones women have developed, I
would be very concerned and
upset."
"I would say they are trying to
infring e upon opportu nities
women have provide d for
women," Morrison said.
The revised resolution called
for a joint AIAW-NCAA committee to study the issue of
women's intercollegiate athletics
and to report back in time for the
1976 NCAA convention.
The ~esolution then calls for
the
Council,
NCAA
the
organiz ation's polley- making '
body, to suggest whether or not
"it would be desirable or legally
necessary" for the NCAA to
conduct women's championships.
The action bars any pilot
programs for this year.

According to NCAA Executive
Director Walter Byers the two
Spofts associations have been in
close;tnough unfruitful cotact on
the simmering issue of women's
championships already. Byers
was quoted by "Higher Education
Daily" as saying the women's
,group did not seem to be interested in cooperating with the
NCAA.
Ina move destined to further
heighten tensions between the
sports groups, the NCAA Council
in its report to conven tion
delegates underlined what it felt
was the value of having a single
association control both men's
and women 's interco llegiate
athletics.
HThe only satisfactory approach. . .to the necessary institutionaly control of all its in- .
tercollegiate athletic program s,"
the council said, "is to place
men's and women's programs
under the same administration,
the same legislative body and the
same eligibility rules."

W om en 's
Ba sk et ba ll
When a team loses by 19
points,it would seem to be a very
one-sided game. But final scores
do not tell the whole story. Such
was the case in Southern Connecticu t's 81-62 victory over
Bridgewa ter.
South ern, winnin g
For
basketball games has become an
effecie nt,freq uently repeate d
exercise. For Bridgewater it has
become a frustratingly elusive
challenge. The Bears hve been
plagued by a lack of poise under
pressure and by a string of
illnesses and injuries so far this
season. But things may finally be
falling into place for BSC,as the
Bears played their most impressive game to date against
Southern.
Jackie Dunphy and Judy
Blinstrub provided the offense for
Bridgewater against Southern."\
Jackie poured in 22 points, and
Judy wound up with 12 points and
11 rebounds.
BSC travell ed to Centra l
Connecticut State College the

following Saturday, and brought
home a 65-51 victory. Bridgewater
jumped to an early 10-2 lead and
was never seriously threatened
again. Joan Howard hit for 23
points and grabbed 17 rebounds, while Jackie Dunphy dropped in
15 points and . Judy Blinstrub
picked up 13.
The Junior Varsity found their
three game winning streak
snappe d as they fell before
Centra l Connec ticut 67-48.
Previo usly BSC's JV's had
disposed of Southern Connecticut
66-46, UNH 7944, and URI74-47.
Pacing the Bears offensive
attack this season have been
Rosie Griffin with a 22.5 average,
Denise
Captain
and
a 15.8
at
hitting
iewicz,
Beresyn
clip. Gayle Cameron leads in the
reboun d departm ent, pulling
down II per game, followed by
Denise Beresyniewicz with 10 per
game. Mary Jane Muello has 27
assists on the season for a 5.4
average.

Bs e TR A{ x & FI EL D TE AM
LOO KING FOR CANDIDATES
The Bridge water Track &
Field Team under the direction of
Chris Brady and Tom Arnold held
an opening meeting Wednesday,
, l<-'eb. 19, and were happy to greet
Although the
25 candidates.
d with this
satisfie
coaches were
that
kaown
is
it
early turnout,
caliber
high
many
are
there
athletes throughout the school
who could immensely strengthen
this year's team.
In our track & field program,
any athlete can find personal
success, in that there are events
to meet the capabilities of the

. powerful, the small, the quick, the
world of track & field for their
flexible, the springy, the durable;
great sprinti ng and jumpin g
will
anyone possessing a little
ability. Women recently are also
power.
their great potential in
showing
the
for
looking
just
We're not
We'd like to extend a
sport.
this
e
welcom
we
Rather
star.
proven
welcome to each and every
those who would like to put in
person at BSC who would like to
some time with a team developing
develop themselves in track and
themselves no matter what their
field.
level of ability.
Participation in track and field
We are an equal opportunity
not limited by a coach's
is
Varsity sporl with a no-cut policy.
nce toward special
prefere
team
the
Everyo ne makes
Everyone has the
.
athletes
or
sex,
creed,
race,
of
regardless
chance to better himself as far as
ability. America's Black Athletes
are recognized throughout. the. ,he is willing. to go..
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BEARS BOUND
FOR NAIA'S
Joe Silvi
If somebody went up to you a
year ago and predicted that the
Bridgewater Bears would go 21
and 4 for the season you would
have either
(A) asked if you
could have some of what he was
drinking
(B) told him he was
watching too many Mary Tyler
Moore shows.
(C) told him he
just won the Academy Award for
fiction or(D) joiI;ed him in a
chorus of Captain Races (doodah)(doo-dah)
But that was a year ago. The
ghost of Bridgewater past has
disappeared and now something
called a tournament is just" on the
horizon. The Bears finished- with
be_st record since 1961.
Last Friday night, however,
the Bears lost a chance to grasp a
tie for first place with Boston
State in the Mass. State Conference by lOSing a heartbreaker
to Salem State 69-66 in overtime.
The night started as if it was a
battle between UCLA and Indiana. Even the radio blackout
was lifted 10 minutes before game
time as Tom O'Brian and Tic
Mansur hurriedly got together to
do their thing on WBIM. All that
was needed was Brent Musberger .
and Oscar Robertson ... and a win.
Salem got the opening tap and a
pass and a layup. Later
the
Bears trailed 2-0.
A few more pas~es and a few
more shots later Salem led 8-2.
For most of the gammme Salem
led by .that early 6 point jump.
They increased the lead at 10 at
one point early in the second half
ah 41-31. Then something hap'pened. The Bears who were cool
from the floor for most of the nigt
hit 5 of 6 and took the lead for the
first time in the game. After that,
it was a trade of baskets until the
60-60 score at the end of regulation
,

. In overtime the Bears had a 6462 lead until they turned to ice
from the floor. A couple of costly
turnovers later, Salem then ended
the game like they began it, with a
pass and a layup for the 69-66
final. Ugh.
Last night the Bears -lost
another closie 62-60 to a Lowell
Tech team. This was a game
which will be forever forgotten,
~
by this writer anyways. The
Bears walked through the
motions as they looked ahead to
the NAIA tournament.. Only
bright spots were the fine play by
a trio of reserves, Mike Ross,
Mark O'Connor and Joe
Napoleon.
AROUND THE RIM--The
Bears have been invited to the
NAIA tournament at Bryant
College in Smithfield, Rhode
;:3ears' Frank DICristofaro is checked into boards by Cadet
hockey player. (Photo by Barbara Tobin.)
Island. Bridgewater will play
Eastern Connecticut at 7 p.m.
Saturday night. In order to go on
the bus you must sign up at the
information booth by 2 p.m.
Friday. It is 50¢ for the bus ride.
Tickets are $2 with a Bridgewater
ID at the door. Buses will leave at
by Kevin Hanron
5: 15 from the Kelly Gym. If you
cannot make it there the game'
will be broadcast over WBIM ....
surrounding each loss were quite
Last week the Bridgewater
Gene Walcott hauled down a
different.
State hockey team tangled with
season high of 20 rebounds
Last Saturday the Bears put
two tough Division IIopponents-against Salem State and Walt
the U.S. Military Academy and out· a tremendous effort at
~eiscoll picked off 15 caroms for
Boston State Oollege.
Un- Crossroads Arena against Army.
his season high.. . . Walcott also
fortunately, they dropped both The largest home crowd in BSC
ended up with over 22 points a
games, 'losing 9-4 to Army and 5-1 hockey history was in attendance,
game for the season which is
to Boston. But the circum stances and they were not disappointed if
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Icemen Fall To
Army, Boston ·St.

second

on

the

Bridgewater

scoring honor ron .... No less than
15 individual and team records
were broken by the Bears this
season ... Terry McNamara was
the only hot shooter in tfte game
against Salem going a smooth 10
for 17 and ending up with 23
points.

Women Swim
T 5-1 Record
The BSC's swimmers left the
Conn. College swimmers on the
starting blocks, Monday night,
Feb. 3rd when they secured their
fifth win of the season, 89-27. The
meet was no contest for
Bridgewater as they repeatedly
stole first and thirs and
sometimes first and second
places in every hea t from Conn. '
College. The Conn. team as
hurting due to the lose of several
swimmers over semester break
an the graduation of last year's
seniors.
This meet wasa big let down for
the BSC's swimmers as they were
ready for some tough compeition
with Co and wwmted to prove
their ablity against a team that
they had lost to for the last three
years.
Going with their winning strea'k
the women prepared to race their
toughest compet ition Thursday
night 6th, the University of Conn.
Thursday night however, found
the Bridgewater team hurting due
to the sickness of several
swimmers, somehow connecte
with the Bridgewater flu. Absent
from the roster were Kris Lattimer, Judi Ericson, DianeLeary,
andco-capt~in Eiln. McNamara.
,
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they were' looking for a good
college hockey game.
'BSCput up a stubborn fight
through the first 2 1/2 periods, as
they trailed by a 5-3 margin at
that point.- But Army goal tender
Tom Garver made several great
saves to thwart the Bears' of~.
fense, and eventually the bigger
Cadets wore out BSC, winning the
game, 9-4. An indication of how
close the game actually was
might have been the fact that
Army outshot BSCby a narrow. 30~
2:l margin.
On
Tuesday,
theBears
travelled to the Boston Arena to
face the Boston State Warriors,
who, despite a 5-15 Division
Urecord, are' still a relatively
strong team. Again, BSCstayed
close in the early going, trail41g 21 with 5 minutes left in the second
period. But then Boston came up
with a goal at 15:51, and added 2
in the final period' to 'make the
final score 5-1.
CROSSCHECKING-The
officiating in the Boston State game
was incredible. Several offsides ..
were not called, and the referee
had a unique method of calling or
not calling penalties. Each time a
possible infrtion occurred, the
referee partially raised his arm
as if to call a penalty, then fully
extended it or lowered it after he .
had pondered his decision_..
Needless to say, this aggravated
the crowd considerably . .. The
Bridgewater. State hockey team .
has 2 games remaining - this
season: both at horne ,at
Crossroads Arena in West
Bridgewater.
On Friday,
February 28, they entertain· the
University of New Haven at 7 :30
p.m. Then, on Saturday, MarchI,
the Bears will play. New Enghmd
College-'at7:3- p.rn.in a makeuj:
game to replace one postponed earli.er this seas()n because of fOg.

BSC's first relay team swept
past U. Conn. with only seconds to
spare. Placing for Bridgewater in
the followinevents were:
200yd. free ..... J. Ward, 3rd
200yd. I.M ...... S. Kapp, 1st
50y. back ..... K, OSTAPOWER,
@ND, J. Yucka, 3rd
50 yd. brast. ..R. Dunn, 2nd
50 yd. free .... C. Stewart
50 yd. fly ..... M. De Mello, 3rd
1 meter diving ...D. Dunn, 3rd
100 yd. fly ..... S.Kapp, 1st,
DeMello, 3rd
100yd. free .... C. Stewart, 1st
100 yd. back ..... S. Kapp, 2nd, K.
Ostapower, 3rd
400yd. free ..... J. Ward,2nd, C.
Stewart, 3rd
100yd. breast... R. DUNN, #RD
3 meter diving ... D. Dunn, 3rd
The women lost their first meet
to U. Conn., 81-50 but they didn't
give up fighting. La t year in
Conn., Bridgewater lost to the
Conn. swimmers by a large
margin; tonight they lost by a few
inches. The women are now
preparing for the New England
Competition to be held this
Saturday at Brown University,
'hode Isand. DO IT AGAIN:BSC
SWIMMES!

Wrestlers Defeat· Harvard,
33-16

By Terri Balduf
Bridgewater
State chief factor in favor of Harvard's
The
score: BSC 18; Harvard 16. Eric,
wrestling tE en couped its 4th
victory. Team core: BSC 15;
Brunelle represented Bridge
victory in 5 meets on its way to a
Harvard 13.
water in the 177 weight division.
33-16 decision over Harvard,
Weighing in at 1581bs. for BSC,
The sophomore Political -Science ,
February 5. The men are preent was Jim Dckinson, a sophomore
major from Lowell completely
ing a fine showing in theirbi~to be El. Ed. major by way of Fayettdominated his match. scoring 12
considered a Varsity team next ville, N.Y. In a close match (5-3),
points in the second period alone,
year. After five years as a" with all the scoring being done in
Eric roped to a 14-7 victory. team
cluteam, Dr. Emanuel Maier· the 2nd period, Jimmy put the
score: BSC 21; Harvard 16.
feels his mn are ready to assume mach away nearly pinning is
With Hrvardforfeitng the last
the responsibilities of a team with o)ponent. Team score: BSC 18;
two wight classes, Steve
Varsity status. Certainly the Harvard 13.
Seminario, a Sohomore English
team's first victory over the
Wrestling at 167 Ibs. for the
major from Saugus, and Frank
Harvard J .V. 's in four years lends Bears was junior Jon Mondor, a
Josephson, a Junior Biology
strength to ths bid.
PE major from Spencer. The
majot. Goveland, scored 6
WW, both teams forfeiting the match s close until the-final perio
pointse~h to give Bridge water a
118 lb. weigh t class, Tim Townwhen Harvard quickly gained a
final tally of 33-16.
send, a PE major, from Fboro,
combinaton of points to put the
was first to wrestle for B.S.C. The m~tch out of reach, 9-2. Team
126 - pounder wrestled a tough _~r-----match. A Single point separated
the two grapplers until the final 10
seconds of the match, when
Harvard scored a final point to
put the match away, 3-1. Team
score: BSC 6, Harvar9. With
Harvardforfeitin the 134 lb. class,
Kar Kosinski, a -freshman from
Stoughton, .gained 6 more points
towards the team tota 1
Captain Rick Kenney(142Ibs.),
a senior E'. Ed. major, wrestled
next. The Scituate native has l\ost
but one match in four years. True
to style, Rick neatly put away
hisopponent, racking up a 5-1
score. Team score: BSC15;
SPRING COLLEGE ~PECIAL:
Ski for $7 midweek;
Harvard 9. Stepping to the mats
next was frosh, Chris Kelly, a
Math major from Weymouth $8 weekends from March 1 to end of season. Show current college ID at
South. Chris fought va] ently to Snowshed or Killington Information Ce~ters. In Maine, ski Sunday River
prevent being pinned seral times, for $5 midweek; $6.50 weekends.
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